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. . . manv more auditors in the future
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will be working hands-on as parts of teams
directly bringing about change. ”

r
Meeting Change Without
Compromising Independence

E very profession has gone through changes in the last 10 years, and internal audit
has experienced more change than most. Some sectors of corporate America have
adopted new value systems, and audit is still trying to catch up. “Gaining a com-

petitive advantage” became one of the decade’s catch phrases, along with new words
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“downsizing,” “rightsizing,” “outsourcing,” and “co-sourcing.” A bottom-line mentality
dominated in many stockholders’ meetings, and many organizations worked hard to posi-
tion themselves for mergers, takeovers and buyouts. “Value-added” became a new compo-
nent for marketing internal services throughout a company.

With entire sections of mid-level management wiped out, many organizations have
adopted an attitude that it is individuals, not departments, that can change a company and
improve profitability. Each individual is expected to learn how to make a contribution to the
bottom line and the organization’s future success. This paradigm shift has not spared
internal audit departments. Many audit organizations have been grappling with how to
meet management’s new expectations and yet remain true to their intrinsic beliefs about the
internal audit profession and upholding the standards.

The 1990s is also the decade of the COSO report and COBIT and a heightened aware-
ness of the importance of controls. This is ironic in that with fewer managers there are often
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fewer rules, and organizations rely more on
individual integrity and best efforts. On
the technology side, many more organiza-
tions are now willing to take risks that would
have been unfathomable a decade ago.
Companies are feeling compelled to adopt
unproven technologies just to maintain
their competitive advantage. One could
easily draw the conclusion that with more
emphasis on controls and companies tak-
ing greater risks, this would also have been
a time when the size of audit departments
would have swollen. But the contrary is
the case. Corporate America has shrunken
in almost every department including inter-
nal audit. Ironically audit departments have
been required to cover more bases and have
more far-reaching responsibilities but with
fewer resources.

The end result as we approach the Mil-
lennium is a chasm that has developed in
the audit profession with traditionalists on
one side and so-called progressives on the
other. Many audit departments feel it is
important to maintain their independent
roles and be observers of the risk-taking
that is prevalent. Other audit groups feel it
is important to adjust to the changes oc-
curring throughout the rest of the organi-
zation, and they have begun playing a far
different role in their organizations. Instead
of emphasizing the importance of auditor
independence, many departments have
striven to shed the traditional auditor mantle
and become internal consultants. And
sometimes within one company the inter-
nal audit group has literally formed two
teams with one providing regulatory com-
pliance style reviews and the other provid-
ing consulting services.

The new internal audit / consulting ser-

vices departments differ from traditional
audit groups in many ways. The biggest
single distinction is a new definition of re-
sults. In the new approach, the focus of
results is not on producing a report for se-
nior management that outlines potential
problems and exposures. An audit depart-
ment is then not judged to be successful
by the number or size of reports issued.
Rather, the new definition is focused on
what impact the audit group had on the
overall company’s bottom line success. In
other words, how many recommendations
were enacted and what was the quality of
these recommendations? An audit finding
that doesn’t result in a change or improve-
ment is viewed as an expensive waste of
company resources.

In this new approach to audit consult-
ing there may not be any written reports at
all. If the auditor and his customer (usually
a business unit) determine to just issue
memos to each other, that saves time and
gets to the results quicker. If they deter-
mine that a report would be helpful, the
document is designed for the department
that requested the help, not for senior man-
agement. The report can either be written
by the auditor, a member of the business
unit, or it can be a joint effort. And instead
of only describing the potential problems
and exposures, the report also describes
specific solutions. One thing is sure-the
report  is  not designed for senior
management’s use. In fact the only time
senior management sees such a report is if
a problem surfaces that absolutely cannot
be solved by the team. And no one on this
team (the auditor or the business unit mem-
bers) wants anything escalated to senior
management, so it is rare for problems to
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not get solved at a lower level.
Audits themselves are often not con-

ducted only by people from the internal
audit department. A team assigned to per-
form an audit may in fact be comprised of
one formally trained auditor and several
people from a range of other departments
in the organization. The concept is that
brainstorming done just by auditors is too
limited. A person from the Human Re-
sources Department or the Marketing De-
partment may come up with ideas very for-
eign to the auditor who is a controls expert,
and these fresh ideas may be just what the
organization needs most. Conducting an
audit with this “consulting” emphasis of-
ten times invites the auditor to step way
over the line of independence. The auditor
is, after all, part of the team that brings
about the solution.

Sometimes the auditor’s role on the
team is that of a controls expert. Other times
he or she becomes a facilitator helping the
people in the business unit being audited
identify potential problems that they may
be too close to notice. Control Self As-
sessment (CSA) is one very valuable tool
for auditors beginning to learn a more struc-
tured approach to the facilitation role. In
other situations the auditor may play the
part of a teacher or trainer educating mem-
bers of the business unit to understand how
to implement controls. One fundamental
rule in many of the organizations that sup-
port this consulting role for the audit de-
partment is that every person is respon-
sible for controls and for improving the
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company. Maintaining a controlled envi-
ronment is not just the responsibility of the
senior management team; nor is it just the
audit department’s problem. These audi-
tor/consultants are there to help people
throughout the organization better under-
stand the need for controls and then teach
them how to successfully implement con-
trols that really work.

The industry sectors that seem to be
more quickly adopting the notion of audi-
tors moving towards this consulting role
are surprising. One could have predicted
that manufacturing, retail, distribution, and
communications organizations could have
easily seen the value in such an alignment.
What is surprising though are the number
of government agencies and not-for-profit
organizations also investigating such a
major change in the auditor’s role.

Will the audit profession be hurt in the
long run by such overt non-adherence to
the idea of auditors needing to maintain
their independence? Many people think it
is debatable that auditors ever considered
themselves truly independent in the first
place. Their argument is that if an auditor is
returning to do an annual review of a busi-
ness unit, how can he or she erase from
memory the previous year’s audit and its
results? How can an auditor who has re-
viewed 50 medical clinics go into a new one
without a bias as to what will likely be found?
Is this bias then not already a lack of inde-
pendence? And, in this day and age when
so many practitioners view internal audit
as a stepping stone to a career in opera-
tions or finance or MIS, how can auditors
truly be independent when they know full
well that they are creating impressions in
the minds of their potential future bosses?

For many members of senior manage-
ment it is far more important to focus on
what kinds of results audit is bringing to a
company, not on whether or not the audi-
tors were independent as they brought
about the results. Many audit profession-
als continue to work with a very different
score card than senior management uses
when evaluating how effective the internal
audit department is - I am sure that is one
of the reasons outsourcing of internal au-
dit has become so popular. Many manage-
ment teams want measurable, quantifiable

results. Many auditors feel it would be com-
promising their professional ethics to play
any role that asks them to not maintain their
independence. Having the auditor be an
active participant making the changes and
improvements makes a lot more sense to
many members of senior management.

What will the future hold? Certainly a
decade from now many audit groups will
continue to operate as they have in the past.
But I expect many more auditors in the fu-
ture will be working hands-on as parts of
teams directly bringing about change.
Many auditors will enjoy having a more di-
rect impact on bringing about improve-
ments, and many management teams will
invite the participation and enjoy seeing
the quick results of this approach. But I
also think the shift in this direction will not
be without its controversies. Every time
the newspapers announce a corporate er-
ror, the fingers point to the audit depart-
ment and the traditionalists ask, “Where
were the auditors when this happened?
Were they so distracted doing “consult-
ing” work that they forgot their number one
responsibility?”

We will see many variations on these
themes as time passes. Change is afoot
and companies are experimenting with what
works best. A growing trend is developing
in some larger organizations where a busi-
ness unit independently hires its own audi-
tor/ consultant. If the Internal Audit De-
partment can’t or won’t make auditors avail-
able to help with such special projects as
developing better controls, the managers
hire their own! Temporarily this solution
solves the independence issue.

It is bound to be a very interesting fu-
ture for the audit profession.

Richard Tuck, CES, CPC, UPC, is presi-
dent qf Lander International, the worldly
largest,full  service IS audit resource cen-
ter: During a career spanning 20 years in
the placement jield, he has interviewed
over IQOMI  auditors and spoken at more
than 400 conferences on topics related to
audit careers.

Positions Available

Internal Audit - Two open Positions
Centura Health, Colorado’s largest
health care delivery system formed in
1995 as a Christian-based, not-for-
profit operating company overseeing
operations of 75 Colorado healthcare
facilities. Visit our web site at
www.centura.org.

Charge Auditor
Registered Nurse. At least 3 years of
medical surgical/nursing and/or 3 years
in critical care required. Knowledge of
charge capture/billing systems, patient
accounting, medical records and admit-
ting is highly desirable. Located at
Porter Adventist Hospital campus in
Denver.

Internal Auditor
Bachelor of Arts of Science in Ac-
counting. Minimum of l-5 years of au-
diting in a healthcare environment.
Prior experience with and working
knowledge of Word, Excel and Flow-
chart computer software. Assists Man-
ager in conducting audits to ensure
safety of corporate assets and compli-
ance with established policies and pro-
cedures. RN with accounting back-
ground would be considered for this
position. Located in Colorado Springs
(60 miles south of Denver).

Fax response to Michelle Cooper
303-804-8225
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